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How to estimate content requirements for the Axonify
Platform
Determining how content will be consumed using the Axonify Platform, specifically
a reinforcement program, use a number of key variables to determine the number
of trainings days or the number of micro-topics needed. The information provided
is a guide based on calculations and not actual usage of the platform.
Note the formulas provided are estimations based on a learner that answers
questions correctly for each iteration they receive the question. These formulas do
not take into account the fact that users will answer questions incorrectly
increasing the iterations.
Key variables required to calculate content delivery
Questions Per Day - How many questions per day are you allowing for your
reinforcement training
Number of Days – The number of training days it will take to complete the microtopics
Iterations - The number of iterations required to graduate a micro- topic for
example if there are 10 questions in Level 1 a user has to answer 16 of 20 questions
correct to graduate resulting in 2 iterations of questions.
Questions Per Micro-Topic – the total number of questions for all levels of a microtopic
Micro-topics - A set of 8-10 Key Learning Points comprised of 20-25 questions
across three levels.
How to estimate the number of micro-topics
required for a number of training days.

How to estimate how many training days are
required for a set number of micro-topics.

Variables

Variables

Questions Per Day = 3
Number of Days = 90
Iterations = 2
Questions Per Micro-Topic = 25

Questions Per Day = 3
Number Micro Topics = 6
Iterations = 2
Questions Per Micro-Topic = 25

Formula

((3x90)/2)/25= 5.4
Estimate of 5.4 micro-topics consumed over
90 training days.

Formula

((6x25)x2)/3 = 100
Estimate of 100 training days based on 6
micro-topics delivered.
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